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Problem DescriptionProblem Description
Environmental Sciences and EngineeringEnvironmental Sciences and Engineering
•• Complexity and diversity of domain knowledgeComplexity and diversity of domain knowledge

Large volumes of data availableLarge volumes of data available
•• Different formats, schemas and semanticsDifferent formats, schemas and semantics
•• Data interoperability problemsData interoperability problems
•• Difficulty in data discovery and data Difficulty in data discovery and data 

integrationintegration

Vital need for domain semanticsVital need for domain semantics
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ApproachApproach
Use of Semantic Web technologies and Use of Semantic Web technologies and 
OntologiesOntologies
•• Common framework to allow data sharing and reuseCommon framework to allow data sharing and reuse
•• Machine understandable semanticsMachine understandable semantics
•• Shared domain modelsShared domain models

Development of domain ontologiesDevelopment of domain ontologies
•• Describe domain knowledgeDescribe domain knowledge
•• Provide semantic metadata for datasets and domain Provide semantic metadata for datasets and domain 

modelsmodels
•• Efficient mechanisms for data discovery, data Efficient mechanisms for data discovery, data 

interoperability and knowledge sharinginteroperability and knowledge sharing
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Use Case ApplicationsUse Case Applications
Case 1: A research scientist wishing to Case 1: A research scientist wishing to 
model groundwater contaminationmodel groundwater contamination
•• Acquire the knowledge of models, gather and Acquire the knowledge of models, gather and 

analyze data, transform data and perform analyze data, transform data and perform 
modelingmodeling

•• Semantic descriptions of models and datasets Semantic descriptions of models and datasets 
can automate this taskcan automate this task

•• Composition of sequence of model runs Composition of sequence of model runs 
possiblepossible
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Use Case ApplicationsUse Case Applications

Case 2: Engineers needing Case 2: Engineers needing 
information to conduct preliminary information to conduct preliminary 
studiesstudies
•• Gather and analyze varieties of dataGather and analyze varieties of data

•• Knowledge base of semantic metadata Knowledge base of semantic metadata 
for datasets can automate this taskfor datasets can automate this task

•• Ontology based searches possibleOntology based searches possible
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Use Case ApplicationsUse Case Applications

Case 3: A Geochemist wanting to Case 3: A Geochemist wanting to 
study the behavior of different study the behavior of different 
moleculesmolecules
•• Gather data about molecules and search Gather data about molecules and search 

for geochemical modelfor geochemical model

•• Standard semantic knowledge of Standard semantic knowledge of 
chemical molecules and reactions can chemical molecules and reactions can 
automate the entire taskautomate the entire task
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MotivationMotivation
Environmental systems demand semanticsEnvironmental systems demand semantics

Ontologies provide shared, common Ontologies provide shared, common 
vocabulary and domain semantic vocabulary and domain semantic 
knowledgeknowledge
•• Interoperability among heterogeneous Interoperability among heterogeneous 

datasetsdatasets
•• Conceptual schema for any datasetConceptual schema for any dataset
•• Content based discovery and retrievalContent based discovery and retrieval
•• Semantic descriptions for environmental Semantic descriptions for environmental 

modelsmodels
•• Use of standard languages like RDF and OWLUse of standard languages like RDF and OWL
•• Reuse for multiple applicationsReuse for multiple applications
•• Reasoning and Reasoning and inferencinginferencing powerpower
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Related WorkRelated Work
USGS FGDC metadataUSGS FGDC metadata
•• Text based complex syntactic metadataText based complex syntactic metadata

GeoSemanticGeoSemantic WebWeb
•• Geographic ontologies for geospatial Geographic ontologies for geospatial 

applicationsapplications
•• Integration of geographic information with Integration of geographic information with 

other informationother information

Earth Systems GridEarth Systems Grid
•• Discovery and secure access to datasetsDiscovery and secure access to datasets
•• Ontologies to describe the datasetsOntologies to describe the datasets
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Related WorkRelated Work
SWEET (Semantic Web for Earth and SWEET (Semantic Web for Earth and 
Environmental Terminology)Environmental Terminology)
•• Ontologies and semantic framework for earth Ontologies and semantic framework for earth 

sciencessciences
•• Ontology aided search toolOntology aided search tool

Hydrologic ontologies and tools for Hydrologic ontologies and tools for 
hydrologic datasetshydrologic datasets
•• Based upon FGDC Metadata standardsBased upon FGDC Metadata standards

Ontology based system for earthquake Ontology based system for earthquake 
sciencessciences
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Ontology Development ProcessOntology Development Process

TechnologiesTechnologies

MethodologyMethodology
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TechnologiesTechnologies

RDF (Resource Description Framework)RDF (Resource Description Framework)
•• To describe and relate resourcesTo describe and relate resources
•• Flexible graph based modelFlexible graph based model
•• Unordered collection of triplesUnordered collection of triples
•• Resources identified by unique Resources identified by unique URIsURIs

RDFS (RDF Schema)RDFS (RDF Schema)
•• Class definitions and relationshipsClass definitions and relationships
•• Property definitions and association with Property definitions and association with 

classesclasses
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TechnologiesTechnologies

OWL (Web Ontology Language)OWL (Web Ontology Language)
•• Extensive vocabulary and more expressiveExtensive vocabulary and more expressive

•• Designed for ontology descriptionsDesigned for ontology descriptions

•• 3 variants with increasing levels of complexity 3 variants with increasing levels of complexity 
and expressivenessand expressiveness

OWL OWL LiteLite
OWL DLOWL DL
OWL FullOWL Full
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TechnologiesTechnologies
ProtProtééggéé Ontology EditorOntology Editor
•• Widely used GUI editor for ontology Widely used GUI editor for ontology 

developmentdevelopment
•• OWL plugin and OWL plugin and ezOWLezOWL pluginplugin

JenaJena
•• Widely used Java framework for Semantic Web Widely used Java framework for Semantic Web 

applicationsapplications
•• Rich API for RDF, RDFS and OWLRich API for RDF, RDFS and OWL
•• RDQL to query and retrieve data from RDQL to query and retrieve data from 

knowledge baseknowledge base
•• Persistence for RDF models through backend Persistence for RDF models through backend 

relational database (MySQL)relational database (MySQL)
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MethodologyMethodology
Process of Ontology development:Process of Ontology development:
1.1. Defining the domain concepts as classes in the ontologyDefining the domain concepts as classes in the ontology

2.2. Determining the relationships among these Determining the relationships among these 
concepts/classesconcepts/classes

3.3. Defining the properties of the concepts/classesDefining the properties of the concepts/classes

4.4. Determining the domain and range of the defined Determining the domain and range of the defined 
propertiesproperties

5.5. Defining various class level and property level restrictions Defining various class level and property level restrictions 
if requiredif required

6.6. Finally, creating the knowledge base by identifying the Finally, creating the knowledge base by identifying the 
various instances of the defined conceptsvarious instances of the defined concepts

Based on Ontology Development Guide 101Based on Ontology Development Guide 101
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MethodologyMethodology
Glossaries/DictionariesGlossaries/Dictionaries
•• USGS, EPA, FGDC, ORNL ESDUSGS, EPA, FGDC, ORNL ESD

Online libraries of ontologiesOnline libraries of ontologies
•• schemawebschemaweb, prot, protééggéé librarylibrary

Interactions with domain expertInteractions with domain expert

Combination of topCombination of top--down and bottomdown and bottom--up up 
development processdevelopment process
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MethodologyMethodology

Formulation of a set of questionsFormulation of a set of questions
•• Define the scope of ontologiesDefine the scope of ontologies
•• Determine range of applications that Determine range of applications that 

could benefitcould benefit

Overall GoalOverall Goal
•• Semantic interoperability among Semantic interoperability among 

heterogeneous datasetsheterogeneous datasets
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MethodologyMethodology
QuestionsQuestions

What is the exact geographic location of this What is the exact geographic location of this 
environmental entity or environmental instrument?environmental entity or environmental instrument?

Is rock a type of porous medium? Is Basalt a type of Is rock a type of porous medium? Is Basalt a type of 
igneous rock?igneous rock?

What are the rainfall measurements for this Rain What are the rainfall measurements for this Rain 
Gauge during the month of March 2005?Gauge during the month of March 2005?

What are the possible attributes and the different What are the possible attributes and the different 
types of Soil?types of Soil?

Environmental Ontology
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MethodologyMethodology
QuestionsQuestions

Can we perform geochemical modeling on the Can we perform geochemical modeling on the 
chemical species present in the groundwater in chemical species present in the groundwater in 
this well located in Baltimore, MD? If yes, how?this well located in Baltimore, MD? If yes, how?

What are the chemical species found inside this What are the chemical species found inside this 
sample of water? Do these chemicals react to sample of water? Do these chemicals react to 
form a particular compound, if not what are the form a particular compound, if not what are the 
possible outcomes?possible outcomes?

What are the types of Computational Models What are the types of Computational Models 
available in order to perform analyses of the available in order to perform analyses of the 
climate data to predict weather patterns?climate data to predict weather patterns?

Molecule Ontology Models Ontology
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MethodologyMethodology
QuestionsQuestions

What is the temporal and spatial extent for this dataset?What is the temporal and spatial extent for this dataset?

Give me all the identification information for this dataset.Give me all the identification information for this dataset.

How do I retrieve and use this dataset? How do I retrieve and use this dataset? 

What type of information does this dataset contain?What type of information does this dataset contain?

What is the format of this dataset?What is the format of this dataset?

Can we track the provenance for this dataset in order to Can we track the provenance for this dataset in order to 
determine the trust level?determine the trust level?

Metadata Ontology
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OntologiesOntologies

Environmental OntologyEnvironmental Ontology

Molecule OntologyMolecule Ontology

Metadata OntologyMetadata Ontology

Models OntologyModels Ontology
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Environmental Ontology Environmental Ontology 

Domain knowledge through description of Domain knowledge through description of 
concepts like Rainfall, Groundwater, River, concepts like Rainfall, Groundwater, River, 
Rock, Soil, etc and related propertiesRock, Soil, etc and related properties

Definitions of different environmental Definitions of different environmental 
instruments like Rain Gauge, Well, etcinstruments like Rain Gauge, Well, etc

Provision of recording measurementsProvision of recording measurements
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Environmental OntologyEnvironmental Ontology
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Environmental OntologyEnvironmental Ontology
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Environmental OntologyEnvironmental Ontology
Geographic OntologyGeographic Ontology
•• MinimalisticMinimalistic RDF vocabulary which describes Points with RDF vocabulary which describes Points with 

latitude, longitude and altitudelatitude, longitude and altitude
•• RDFIG Geo RDFIG Geo vocabvocab workspace workspace 

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/

Units OntologyUnits Ontology
•• Part of SWEET ontologiesPart of SWEET ontologies
•• Several characterizing classes are defined such as Several characterizing classes are defined such as Unit, Unit, 

BaseUnitBaseUnit, , DerivedUnitDerivedUnit, , UnitDerivedByRaisingToPowerUnitDerivedByRaisingToPower, , 
SimpleUnitSimpleUnit, , ComplexUnitComplexUnit, Prefix, , Prefix, UnitDerivedByScalingUnitDerivedByScaling, , 
PrefixOrUnitPrefixOrUnit, , UnitDerivedByShiftingUnitDerivedByShifting, etc, etc

•• Includes definition of units such as meter, minute, hour, Includes definition of units such as meter, minute, hour, 
degree, Newton, degree, Newton, 
kilogram_meterSquare_perSecondSquarekilogram_meterSquare_perSecondSquare, volt, , volt, 
pascal_perSecondpascal_perSecond, coulomb, etc, coulomb, etc
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Molecule Ontology Molecule Ontology 

Provides a knowledge base of all kinds of Provides a knowledge base of all kinds of 
chemical molecules and their propertieschemical molecules and their properties
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Metadata Ontology Metadata Ontology 

Provides metaProvides meta--information and semantic information and semantic 
description for environmental datasetsdescription for environmental datasets

Generates a conceptual schema for the Generates a conceptual schema for the 
datasetdataset

Goal: content based search and retrieval of Goal: content based search and retrieval of 
datadata

V. Parekh, J. Gwo and T. Finin, V. Parekh, J. Gwo and T. Finin, ““Ontology based Semantic Metadata for Geoscience DataOntology based Semantic Metadata for Geoscience Data””, , 
Proceedings of The 2004 International Conference of Information Proceedings of The 2004 International Conference of Information and Knowledge Engineeringand Knowledge Engineering
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Metadata Ontology Metadata Ontology 

Role of Metadata Ontology
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Metadata Ontology Metadata Ontology 

Ontology elements
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Metadata OntologyMetadata Ontology
DataIdentificationDataIdentification
•• title, description, publication, notetitle, description, publication, note
•• creator, participant, creator, participant, pointOfContactpointOfContact
•• creationDatecreationDate, , lastModificationDatelastModificationDate
•• status, status, maintenanceFrequencymaintenanceFrequency
•• isPartOfisPartOf, , isDerivedFromisDerivedFrom

SpatialExtentSpatialExtent
•• eastBoundLongitudeeastBoundLongitude, , northBoundLatitudenorthBoundLatitude, , 

southBoundLatitudesouthBoundLatitude and and westBoundLongitudewestBoundLongitude

TemporalExtentTemporalExtent
•• beginDatebeginDate, , endDateendDate and just and just datedate
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Metadata OntologyMetadata Ontology
DataContentDataContent
•• hasConcepthasConcept andand hasRelationhasRelation
•• Links back to domain ontologiesLinks back to domain ontologies

DataContentTypeDataContentType
•• Indicates whether Indicates whether StructuredDataContentStructuredDataContent or or 

UnstructuredDataContentUnstructuredDataContent

DataPresentationFormDataPresentationForm
•• Indicates whether Indicates whether digital digital or or hardCopyhardCopy

DataDistributionDataDistribution
•• accessConstraintsaccessConstraints, , distributionFormatdistributionFormat, distributor, , distributor, 

legalDisclaimerlegalDisclaimer, , transferOptionstransferOptions and and useConstraintsuseConstraints
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Metadata Ontology Metadata Ontology 
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Models Ontology Models Ontology 

Definition and description of various Definition and description of various 
domain models and toolsdomain models and tools
•• Biological, Physical, Computational, Biological, Physical, Computational, 

Chemical, Environmental, Ecological, etcChemical, Environmental, Ecological, etc

Provide model run descriptions, Provide model run descriptions, 
identification of input data, model identification of input data, model 
configuration and documentationconfiguration and documentation
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Models Ontology Models Ontology 
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ApplicationsApplications
2 typical applications in the geochemical 2 typical applications in the geochemical 
and groundwater hydrology communitiesand groundwater hydrology communities

Application 1: geochemist wanting to do Application 1: geochemist wanting to do 
modeling of chemical species for soil modeling of chemical species for soil 
samplessamples
•• Use of Molecule and Models ontologies and Use of Molecule and Models ontologies and 

knowledge baseknowledge base
•• ProcessProcess

Search and select moleculesSearch and select molecules
Retrieve the chemical reactionsRetrieve the chemical reactions
Search and select the geochemical modelSearch and select the geochemical model
Run the modelRun the model
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ApplicationsApplications
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ApplicationsApplications
Application 2: A geochemist wants to do Application 2: A geochemist wants to do 
study distributions of chemical pollutants study distributions of chemical pollutants 
in the wells of a waste sitein the wells of a waste site
•• Use of Environmental, Molecule and Models Use of Environmental, Molecule and Models 

ontologiesontologies
•• ProcessProcess

View and select any well from the waste siteView and select any well from the waste site
View semantic metadata including the chemical View semantic metadata including the chemical 
species knowledge for the selected wellspecies knowledge for the selected well
Use chemical modeling knowledge base to retrieve Use chemical modeling knowledge base to retrieve 
chemical reactionschemical reactions
Search and select geochemical modelSearch and select geochemical model
Run the modelRun the model
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ApplicationsApplications
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DiscussionDiscussion

More complex and realistic More complex and realistic 
applications need to be applications need to be 
demonstrateddemonstrated

Ontology standardization efforts Ontology standardization efforts 
needed by bodies such as EPA, USGS needed by bodies such as EPA, USGS 
and NASAand NASA

Better URI naming requiredBetter URI naming required
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DiscussionDiscussion

Automated/SemiAutomated/Semi--Automated tools Automated tools 
needed for faster ontology needed for faster ontology 
developmentdevelopment
•• Use of dictionaries/glossaries and Use of dictionaries/glossaries and 

domain textdomain text
•• Statistical text mining techniquesStatistical text mining techniques
•• Machine learning strategiesMachine learning strategies
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ConclusionConclusion
Information infrastructures for efficient Information infrastructures for efficient 
data sharing and integrationdata sharing and integration
•• Ontologies and Semantic Web technologies like Ontologies and Semantic Web technologies like 

RDF and OWLRDF and OWL

Intelligent environmental information Intelligent environmental information 
systemssystems
•• Efficient data discovery mechanismsEfficient data discovery mechanisms
•• Planning and execution of modelsPlanning and execution of models
•• Effective decision making and resolution of Effective decision making and resolution of 

imminent environmental problems imminent environmental problems 


